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Mark your 
Calendars 
*November-
January	4th:	
Family	read	aloud	
of	our	whole	
school	book	The	
One	and	Only	Ivan	

*December	14th:	
Picture	Retakes	

*December	14th:	
Building	
Improvement		
Team	(BIT)	
Meeting		2:20-
3:20p	(email	
bbrege@grantps.
net	for	a	link	to	
join	us	virtually)	

*December	23rd-
January	3rd:	
Christmas	Break	

*January	4th:		
School	Resumes	

*January	5th:		
Turn	in	packet	
from	The	One	and	
Only	Ivan	to	
receive	your	
prize!	

	

	

Dear Parents, 

Wow!  What a year it has been in 2020!  We have faced some big challenges and come out stronger working together!  
We have never before had such close connections with each of you and such strong partnerships as we all work hard to 
make sure our GPS kiddos are learning and growing in spite of the limitations COVID has presented.  GREAT WORK 
TEAM!!  We want to keep this partnership going and help your children continue to grow as mathematicians and 
conquer basic fact fluency!  Below are some of the standards our students are responsible for learning at each grade 
level in math.  Each grade level learns something critical that supports the next grade.  Check out the last goal listed in 
4th grade and all of the skills students will need to think deeply and solve complex problems!  Wow!  Adults often say: “I 
am not good at math so they will struggle too” but that doesn’t have to be the case!  Children who memorize basic 
facts are MUCH more successful in taking on more complex problems.  So, try to make a plan to help your child 
memorize the facts they need to learn at their grade level and even beyond if they are ready.  A little practice every day 
will help your child in becoming a STRONG math thinker!  You can do it—we need your help! J 

Kindergarten: 

• Count to 100 by ones and by tens. 
• Count forward beginning from a given number (instead of only beginning with the number 1) 

First Grade: 

• Add and subtract within 20. 
Second Grade: 

• Fluently add and subtract within 20 using mental strategies. By end of Grade 2, know from memory all sums of 
two one-digit numbers. 

• Count within 1000; skip-count by 5s, 10s, and 100s 
Third Grade: 

• Fluently multiply and divide within 100, using strategies such as the relationship between multiplication and 
division (e.g., by knowing that 8 × 5 = 40, one also knows 40 ÷ 5 = 8) or properties of operations. By the end of 
Grade 3, know from memory all multiplication facts of two one-digit numbers (0x0 through 9x9). 

Fourth Grade: 

• Multiply a whole number of up to four digits by a one-digit whole number, and multiply two two-digit 
numbers (3426 x 5 and 45x67) 

• Solve multistep word problems posed with whole numbers and having whole-number answers using the four 
operations, including problems in which remainders must be interpreted. Represent these problems using 
equations with a letter standing for the unknown quantity. Assess the reasonableness of answers using mental 
computation and estimation strategies including rounding. 

You can also check out all of the math standards your child will be expected to learn at each grade level K-12 at the 
following website:  http://www.corestandards.org/Math/ 

Thank you in advance for all you do to help your child grow and learn!  It is a pleasure to partner with you in the 
education adventure! 

Sincerely, 

Mrs. Dawson J 

	

	



	

Are	You	Interested?	
Are	you	interested	in	making	an	extra	
$90	a	day?		Have	you	completed	60	

credit	hours	in	college	courses?	Do	you	
enjoy	working	with	kids?	If	the	answer	
is	YES,	you	might	want	to	consider	
becoming	a	substitute	teacher!									

You	can	go	to:	

https://edustaff.org		

to	start	the	registration	process	for	
becoming	a	substitute	teacher	in	Grant	
or	any	other	school	in	Newaygo	County	
through	EduStaff	(our	substitute	call	

system).	

Important	Notice	to	Parents/Guardians	from	District	Health	
Department	#10	(DHD	#10)	Regarding	Student	Absence	

DHD	#10	is	working	directly	with	your	child’s	school	to	make	your	
county	a	healthier	place	to	live.	Michigan	law	requires	that	schools	
report	the	possible	occurrence	of	any	communicable	diseases	to	
the	local	health	department	on	a	weekly	basis.	To	assist	your	
child’s	school	in	reporting	disease	to	DHD	#10	and	prevent	possible	
outbreaks,	please	be	specific	when	reporting	your	child’s	absence.	

When	calling	in	for	a	child,	please	include	the	following	
information:	

1. A	description	of	the	symptoms	of	the	illness	(vomiting,	
fever,	rash,	etc.)	

2. The	type	of	illness,	if	known,	and	who	identified	the	
illness	

3. Your	telephone	number		

Please	inform	the	school	if	any	suspected	illness	is	later	
confirmed	by	a	physician.	

Thank	you	for	your	cooperation!	
Please	Help!	

As winter weather rolls in, 
please remember to keep your 

eyes alert for students who may 
be crossing the road or parking 
lots—snow banks make it harder 
to see students so stay alert!  
Also, remember to give yourself 
extra stopping time to avoid 
dangerous sliding in parking 

lots or drop off lines.  Thank 
you for your help and attention 

to safety. J  

THANKS SO MUCH!! 

Grant PC and EL donated a whopping 
743.5 lbs of food to TrueNorth Hunger 
Prevention programs. Thank you for all 

the wonderful things you do for our 
children and community. 

 

 

Be in the know!  
Each year, schools are required by law to have 5 fire drills, 3 lock down drills, and 2 tornado drills. In a 
fire drill, your child exits the building with their teacher to a designated spot. In a tornado drill, your child 
goes to an approved location and practices the tuck position for safety. Lastly, in a lock down drill, your 
child goes to a spot in the classroom that is not visible from doors or windows and practices being quiet. 
Sometimes drills can be scary because students worry if they are real or not. We wanted to share what 
we practice at school so that you can help your child understand and decrease anxiety about the 
required drills. 
	

	


